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Synopsis
This Best Practices Guide will cover the operations of ShadowControl ImageManager
(ImageManager).

General
What is ImageManager?
ImageManager provides IT Administrators with an easy and powerful way to automatically
manage accumulated backup image files. It achieves this by collapsing incremental files into
rolled up daily, weekly and monthly files which reduces the length of the file dependency chain
needed for a recovery. This client also enables administrators to remotely manage servers that
are running the ShadowControl ImageManager service from, for example, a management
workstation or the Administrators desktop.
By default, ImageManager is not installed with a ShadowProtect install. There is a separate
installer
available
for
download
from
our
FTP
server
at
ftp://ftp.storagecraft.com.au/imagemanager_installers/.

Who should use ImageManager?
ImageManager’s core critical function is image verification, and therefore anybody using
ShadowProtect should use ImageManager.
Why is verification so important? Because StorageCraft does not trust completely the disk subsystem (hardware will always fail at some point - that is why manufacturers publish mean time
between failures (MTBF) figures) you have stored your critical backups on and therefore
ImageManager keeps checking this sub-system by re-verifying the image files.
Under the different ShadowProtect backup schedule types, ImageManager is used in different
ways and this best practices guide explains these differences.

Weekly Full/Incremental backup schedule
A Weekly Full/Incremental backup schedule is cyclic. A full backup is performed once a week and
subsequent backups for the week are incrementals. This is the traditional backup method everyone
will be familiar with.
This schedule type can benefit from using ImageManager by utilising the image verification and the
local drive replication functions.

Continuous Incremental backup schedule
A Continuous Incremental backup schedule works differently. It takes an initial full backup and from
that point in time only performs incremental backups. This backup type has a number of advantages
and disadvantages.
Advantages


The backup window is reduced as all backups are incrementals.



Image sizes are smaller as all backups are incrementals.
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Ideal for high availability servers and virtual guests.



Excellent for volumes with large data sets.

Disadvantages


Require the (original) base full image to recover.



A large number of increments must be managed.



Cannot be combined with a traditional Weekly Full/Incremental schedule on the same
volume.

A traditional retention policy to manage backup images does not apply to this backup schedule type.
Management of the backup images must be done by ImageManager.

ImageManager
Installation
The first priority is to determine where to install ImageManager. There are three possible places.


If the image repository is located on the server that is being backed up, install
ImageManager there.



If the image repository resides on a network share, install ImageManager on the server that
hosts the share.



If the image repository is on a NAS based device, install ImageManager on a workstation or
server that can access the share on the NAS. Make sure that this workstation or server
meets the requirements as outlined in BP000007 ShadowControl ImageManager Server
Tuning.

Note:

You do not need to install any ShadowProtect components on the workstation or server
where you have installed ImageManager. However, if you intend to use VirtualBoot you
will need the following three components; VirtualBoot, ShadowProtect Console and the
mount tools. These components do not require a ShadowProtect license.
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Configuration
Connecting
The first step is to connect to the server where the ImageManager service is managing the image
repositories.

Figure 1: StorageCraft ShadowControl ImageManager
Select Connect to Agent… under Agent Tasks.
In the server field, enter the host name or IP address of the ImageManager service to connect to.
localhost is used to connect to the service on the local machine. Note that a Fully Qualified Domain
Name (FQDN) is not recognised.
The default port is 56765. There is no need to change this unless the ImageManager service has
been configured to use another port.
The password is the password that was specified when ImageManager was installed. By default it is
"password". The password is not related to any local user or domain account. The password is
stored in a local configuration file within ImageManager.
Note:

If you intent to connect to the ImageManager service on another machine, you will need to
add
an
exception
to
the
Windows
Firewall
to
allow
the
module
ImageManagerClient.exe to communicate.
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Agent Settings
Select Agent Settings… under Agent Tasks.

Figure 2: Agent Settings - General tab
The checkbox Run ImageManager processing work each day at: must be selected and best
practice is to set processing at 12.01 AM (note that the default is 12.00 AM but you should never
perform any ShadowProtect or ImageManager processing on the hour - refer to BP000009
Configuring ShadowProtect and Windows for detail) for the local or the source site ImageManager
(see replication for offsite settings).
This time is important as this is when ImageManager does its most important work: the collapsing of
the previous day's incremental images.
The Default Folder Credentials allows you to set credentials for a NAS device. Remember, you
can override this setting at a managed folder level.
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Figure 3: Agent Settings - Performance tab
Agent Throttling affects the impact that ImageManager will have on disk I/O. If the location of the
backup files are on a dedicated disk subsystem, then set this to high.
Remote Replication Throttling is a setting designed to restrict outbound network traffic especially
during the day where replication could cause disruptions to day-to-day business activities. The
lowest setting that can be set is 256 Kbps.
Concurrent Processing is used to control the number of concurrent jobs that ImageManager can
perform at once. On a high specification and well configured server you can do multiple jobs at the
same time. Remember, two replication jobs running at the same time with a throttle setting of 1
Mbps will result in 2 Mbps bandwidth being used.
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Figure 4: Agent Settings - Location tab
The location tab is used to store default global locations for:


iFTP and ShadowStream replication targets .



local drive replication targets.



VMware ESX and Microsoft Hyper-V targets.
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Figure 5: Agent Settings - About tab
On the About tab you can check the version of ImageManager that is installed.
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Licensing
Select Licensing… under Agent Tasks.

Figure 6: Job Licenses
These settings control the allocation of enterprise features (if licensed and activated) such as
HeadStart Restore (HSR) and network and remote (intelligent FTP and ShadowStream) replication.
These features will be described in more detail later.
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Notification Settings
Select Notification Settings… under Agent Tasks.

Figure 7: Notification Settings - Conditions tab
It is recommended you change the defaults to reflect Figure 7.
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Figure 8: Notification Settings - Email Setup tab
The settings in Figure 8 will need to be changed to reflect your environment.
The first part of this tab is concerned with specifying the SMTP server to use. The Server Name
should be a FQDN or IP address.
The second part of this tab is concerned with the email generation. Note that the Sender does not
need to exist as an email address (it is informational only) and multiple recipients can be specified
by separating each email address with a semi-colon.
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Managing folders
The next task is to setup the folders to be managed by ImageManager. Select Start Managing
Folder… under Managed Folder Tasks.

Figure 9: Managed Folder Settings
Firstly, specify the folder path (either local or NAS) and provide a friendly description so that the log
files are easy to find and read. If the folder is on another server or NAS, then you will need to specify
the credentials to access the images.
Note:

If you are specifying a non-local folder (i.e. a network path), you must specify the path
explicitly. You cannot use the browse button.

If you are managing more than one folder, you may want to utilise the Assign sort priority relative
to other managed folders field. What this means is, if you do not set this setting ImageManager will
process the folders in alphabetical order. Therefore, if you want a server to be done first, then for
that server's folder select this option and enter the number 1. This will result in this server being
processed first and all the remaining folders will be processed in alphabetical order.
If two folders have the same sort priority, they will be processed in alphabetical order.
Once a folder has been added, Figure 10 will be displayed reflecting this.
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Figure 10: a managed folder
In Figure 10, we can monitor the operations of the managed folder. It will display all images created
for a particular day including their sizes.
Let us now look at some of the functions of ImageManager.

Verification
Select Verification Settings… under Managed Folder Tasks.

Figure 11: Verification Settings
The first point to notice is ImageManager by default verifies all new images and then re-verifies the
same images every seven days. This second option is critical as this not only checks each file but
also checks the image chain from the image back to the base Full image. This is very important.
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Consolidation
Select Consolidation Settings… under Managed Folder Tasks.

Figure 12: Consolidation Settings
These settings are concerned with the collapsing of images generated by a Continuous Incremental
backup schedule type. If the images contained in this folder were generated by a Weekly
Full/Incremental backup schedule, uncheck the Enable image file consolidation for this managed
folder. You do not want consolidation for this backup schedule type!
The remaining settings are concerned with defining the end of week and end of month for image
inclusion. Note that if the end of month is less than that defined (as an example, February has only
28 days - 29 days in a leap year), then this day will be used instead of the configured day.
Note:

Refer to page 24 for further information on how consolidation functions.
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Retention
Select Retention Settings…under Managed Folder Tasks.

Figure 13: Retention Settings
These settings are concerned with the retention of images managed by ImageManager. If the
images contained in this folder were generated by a Weekly Full/Incremental backup schedule,
uncheck the Enforce image file retention policy for this managed folder.
Selecting the Move consolidated daily and weekly image files to a subdirectory instead of
deleting them option will move the obsolete collapsed daily and/or weekly files to a subfolder
named .\Incrementals rather than deleting them. ImageManager will then 'lose all knowledge' of
these images, so it is your responsibility to manage the contents of this subfolder.
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Replication
There are four types of replication available:
Local Drive
This will replicate the contents of the managed folder to a locally attached hard drive or locally
attached USB hard drive. This replication type does not require a separate license.
Local Drive replication is used for the customer that does not want to use internet replication but still
needs to take a copy of their backups offsite. This method of replication requires that each USB hard
drive (when attached) gets allocated the same drive letter.
So how does it work? When a drive is attached nothing happens except that ImageManager “see’s
the drive”. ImageManager will then either wait until the processing cycle starts or another
incremental is created in the managed folder, when it will then verify this new image before it is
copied across to the USB hard drive.
Once replication has taken place ImageManager will then delete those images that no longer reside
in the fixed (source) image repository from the (destination) USB hard drive.
Network Drive
This will replicate the contents of the managed folder to a network location by specifying a UNC path
to a share. This replication type requires an additional license to be purchased.
Note:

It is not recommended to use this replication type when replicating across a WAN due to
inherent issues with Windows networking. If you wish to replicate across a WAN, use of
the next two replication types is recommended.

intelligentFTP (iFTP)
This will replicate the contents of the managed folder to a FTP server at the destination. This
replication type requires an additional license to be purchased. Refer to the Best Practices Guide
BP000011 ShadowControl iFTP Version 5 which covers using this replication type.
StorageCraft ShadowStream Server (ShadowStream)
This will replicate the contents of the managed folder to a ShadowStream server at the destination.
This replication type requires an additional license to be purchased. Refer to the Best Practices
Guide BP000012 ShadowStream Server Version 5 which covers using this replication type.
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Using local drive replication as an example, highlight a managed folder and select Add new
replication target.

Figure 14: Replication Target - General tab
Specify the Location from the previously defined locations and then select the Replication Mode
tab.
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Figure 15: Replication Target - Replication Mode tab
The replication mode asks a simple question with two options and these options are crucial to your
understanding of the replication process.
The question is: are you replicating to a folder being consolidated by a separate and remotely
located ImageManager?


If the answer is no, then ImageManager (by default) will only replicate all consolidated files
and
then
delete
any
of
these
files
that
become
redundant.
Think about the implications if this option is selected for network or remote site replication.
Collapsed daily, weekly and monthly files will be sent over the network and this could cause
network/internet slowdowns.



If the answer is yes, then you have the choice to send only the collapsed daily incrementals
(which will be created at the default processing time of 12:00 AM) or only the actual
incrementals (which will be sent at all times of the day after they have been verified).

For local drive replication we should set the options as per Figure 15.
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HeadStart Restore

Figure 16: HeadStart Job - General tab
The HeadStart Restore (HSR) feature enables ImageManager (when this feature is licensed) to
send base images and all subsequent incremental images to either a VMware server or Hyper-V
server.
Once this process starts, it creates the .VMDK or .VHD file respectively and populates it with the
bases first and then the incrementals.
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Figure 17: HeadStart Job - Options tab
Using the settings in Figure 17, you decide how far behind the production server you want to be.
For details on using HSR to a VMware server, refer to the Best Practices Guide BP000008
HeadStart Restore to VMware ESX.
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General operations
What does the collapse operation do?
The modus operandi for the collapse operation is to reduce the number of files required in the
dependency chain. Translated? When you perform a recovery or mount an image, the number of
images required will be significantly reduced.
How does it work? Let’s refer to this image repository:

Figure 18: Managed folder listing
Images
D_VOL-b003-i033.spi
D_VOL-b003-i034.spi
D_VOL-b003-i035.spi

have been collapsed into a single Incremental file
D_VOL-b003-i035-cd.spi

The name is based on the last Incremental included in the operation. This collapsed daily file now
includes all the changes that have occurred within the three Incrementals. If you run the image
Command Line Interface (CLI) module requesting to query the shortest path from this collapsed
daily file to the base Full, you will see that the three Incrementals are not listed in the dependency
chain.
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Figure 19: image.exe
These Incrementals are now ‘orphaned’, however they can still be used to recover to their particular
point in time if required.
You may have noticed that the Incremental file D_VOL-b003-i034.spi is almost as large as the
base Full. Why? Simple. In this instance, an extensive disk defragmentation was performed on this
volume.

When do weekly and monthly collapse operations occur?
The weekly and monthly collapse operations occur on the days specified in the Consolidation
Settings dialog (refer to page 17).

When to perform a new base full image
There are specific circumstances when a new base full image should be created. They are:


After a hard reset of the server. i.e. the server was not shutdown normally and gracefully. In
this circumstance, a DIFFGEN backup will be performed. This will take longer to perform
than a full backup and will be more resource intensive.



After the recovery of an entire volume to a previous point in time.



After a disk defragmentation of a volume when using 3rd party tools that do extensive
optimisation.

What does the image file verification do?
The image file verification will periodically check the image files for integrity. It does this one of two
ways.
If the backup jobs were created without generating MD5 files, ImageManager will use the normal
data CRC check. This can be time consuming as the image file must be decompressed (and
decrypted if encryption was used) to process the check.
If the backup jobs were created generating MD5 files, ImageManager will generate a checksum and
compare it to the stored checksum in the MD5 file.
In either case, if verification fails, ImageManager will write a log file with the base name of the
backup and an extension of .bad.log.
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The next (ShadowProtect) backup job will check for the existence of this file. If found, it will compare
the files that failed to verify with the image dependency chain (the files needed for a mount and/or
restore from the last successful backup) and if any of the files that failed verification are in that chain,
the backup will be failed. Otherwise, the files that failed verification will be written in the
ShadowProtect log and the backup will continue.
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Troubleshooting
Where are the ImageManager logs?
ImageManager has its own set of log files separate to the normal ShadowProtect logs. They are
located (by default) in C:\Program Files (x86)\StorageCraft\ImageManager\Logs.
The primary log file of interest is named:
ImageManager.log

There will be additional log files present depending on which features of ImageManager are being
used.
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NOTES:
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